Island Getaways

Yakushima

Experience a World Heritage Site. In 1993, the island of Yakushima was declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO. The island is surrounded by a unique sea ecosystem, which is rich in marine life and home to a variety of unique flora and fauna.

Access

Free Shuttle Bus Service

Tax-free Shopping

## Restaurants

### Japanese Cuisine

Japanese dishes

- Tonkatsu
- Sushi
- Tempura
- Fine Dining
- Traditional Kaiseki

### International Cuisine

- French Cuisine
- Continental Cuisine
- Buffet

### Western Cuisine

- The Lounge Consilisiana
  - Omelet Station
- The Cellar N
  - Burnt Sake
- Shiroyama Brewery
  - Original Ale Beer

### Foreign Language Support

- English
- Chinese
- Korean

### Island Getaways

- Yakushima
- Amami Island

## Access

- Free Shuttle Bus Service

### Tax-free Shopping

- Available at the hotel and local shops.

### Experience the charms of Shiroyama Hotel Kagoshima

There are many things to see and do in the area. Enjoy the local culture, cuisine, and natural beauty.

**Contact Information**

**Shiroyama Hotel Kagoshima**

**Tel:** 090-224-2200

**Website:** [shiroyama-kagoshima.jp](http://shiroyama-kagoshima.jp)

**Email:** reservation@shiroyama-kagoshima.jp

*Additional note: The welcome drink is available at the hotel's lounge.*
Welcome to Kagoshima

Kagoshima has a distinct culture and environment, shaped by monsoon winds, tropical climate, and natural scenery, all wrapped up by the active volcano Mt. Sakurajima. Japanese traditional culture and history simply do not exist without abundant natural resources and local food culture, including bamboo fish, kampyo-wa-miso and the local distinct spirit alcohol.

Hoshinoya Kagoshima is a hotel that is surrounded by rich nature and greenery, and boasts a commanding view of Mt. Sakurajima and Kagoshima City. The 10,000-hectare site of Hoshinoya welcomes you with its peaceful and beautiful forest, which changes its surroundings for each season.

Guest Rooms

A special moment in a luxurious suite

Executive Twin

Superior Double

Family Room

Junior Suite

Moderate Twin

Large Twin

Small Twin

Guest Twin

Japanese Twin

Standard Twin/ Triple/Double

Relax in specialty rooms that convey the culture of the Kagoshima region, decorated in the pattern of traditional Oshima Tsumugi silk.

Special Occasions

Breakfast

Every morning, a selection of 60 different Japanese and Western dishes are available at our buffet, which is not just limited to standard breakfast fare. There is a variety of morning drinks such as traditional Kagoshima cuisine made with locally-acquired ingredients, and bread baked fresh in-house.

Onsen & Relaxation

Open-air onsen “Satsuma-no-Yu”

Natural hot springs sourced from 1,800m underground, the outdoor spa with hot spring and baths will transport you to Shikoku (the former name of Kagoshima) and the Kagoshima City area. Satsuma-no-Yu is also called “beauty springs” due to its soft feel and natural properties which cleanse and moisturize, rendering it silky-smooth skin. Relax and enjoy the striking scenery of each of the four seasons in this spa.

Exquisitely soothing outdoor onsen

Superior Sakurajima view twin

Imperial Suite

Japanese Suite

Seaside Twin

Check-in and Check-out

Check-in: 3:00 PM Check-out: 11:00 AM

Special seating is available for up to 10 people, perfect for your needs. We are ready to meet your needs with hospitality and sophisticated service.